News Release

New Media Quick-Changer

An Empire Abrasive Equipment Company engineer, Arnie Galpin, has invented a new device for dumping media quickly from a pressure air-blast cabinet, a procedure that is normally messy, inefficient, and time consuming.

The new Media Quick Changer (MQC) works like a reclaimer to extract blasting particles from the media-air stream. Simply choke the pressure vessel, stick the end of the blast hose in the Quick Changer, and hit the foot treadle to unload all the media in the pressure vessel in about a minute. There is no media ricochet or escapement, just smooth flow. Spent media is then held in a bucket for convenient disposal, or for later re-use.

The MQC is great for job shops where blasting media is changed often. Shot peeners use it too, for fast and accurate media catch testing. Anyone who has tried the old cardboard box method will love this device.

The MQC is made from a rugged plastic with an Ultrawear inlet liner and heavy gauge steel. It comes with a quick release lid clamp and a carry handle.
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